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I~ Introduction 

Experimental studies of nuclear matter spin-isospin ( 'J.Z ) ex

citations at an energy of about 300 MeV assimilated by nuclear matter 

have been carried out intensively in the last few years. A nucleus 

can assimilate such excitations (which will be referred to as 4 -ex

citations) not only through the excit~tions of the nucleonic internal 

degreeB of freedom (i.e., the N .... .6 transitions) but also through so

me other kinds of excitations, including collective ones, for exampl~ 

intranuclear mesonic field excitations (like a "spin-isospin sound'/11; 

one could even expect the isonucleus/2 / formation. In general, the in

ternal structure of the bound nucleon differs from the free nucleon 

one due to medium effects. So, not only the ~ -isobar in nuclear mMr 

ter but also the very N-9'A transition can be modified (under the in

fluence of the nucleonic environment) as compared with the empty spa

ce case. This has to lead to differences between the observed 6 -ex

citation characteristics and the ones expected in the commonly used 

picture of quasi-free 6 -isobar production from a moving intranu-

clear nucleon. Such differences can be more pronounced if one pro

vides good conditions for the strong final state interaction between 

the ~ and the rest of the nucleus, i.e. when their relative momen-

tum is small and comparable to the Fermi-momentum of nucleons in 

the nucleus. 

The ( 3He,t) charge-exchange experiments/ 3 , 4/ at small momentum 

transfers ( .4. p ...l.,.... o, .1 p 11 ..... 350-400 MeV/c) have opened experimental in

vestigations of the nuclear Ll -excitations. The very first results 

/3a,b/ have shown that the A(3He,t) cross sections at projectile mo

menta, p 0 , of 1.4 GeV/c/nucl. are determined by the~ -excitation 

channel. The corresponding peak at energy transfers Q =(E0 -Et}v300 

MeV has clear signatures of a collective nature of the nuclear A-ex-



citations: {i) the peak is shifted down to lower Q-values and (ii )its 

width is much larger than that of a similar peak in the p( 3He,t).d+-t 

cross sections (nearly by a factor of about 2). This dovmsh:ift cannot 

be explained by Fermi-motion effcct8/Jc,d/. 

The downshift and broadcni.ng of the nuclear Ll-peak nave been 

confirmed in the subsequent experiments/5,&/ with an enlarged set uf 

projectile and target nuclei. The analysis/Jd/ of the A(p,n) crasH 

section/7 ,B/ has shown that the characteristics of the nuclear .6 -

-peak in this case also differ from the ones in the p(p,n)_Ll ++ 

char7e exchange. (This fact has slipped away frorn the authors of pa

pers 7, 8 / and has not been reported there). 

Thus, the nuclear fl -excitation characteristicG differ comp.Lc

tely from the ones expected in the quasi-free !:J.-production pictur{' 

and show a collective nature of the nuclear matter response to the 

high energy (-300 MeV) spin-isospin excitations. 

Nowadays a theoretical understandin/9/ of the mechanisms, lea

ding to the collective response of nuclear matter to the ~ -excita

tions, is not quantitative while it provides a good description of 

the charge exchange on free proton/Jc/. But there i/3d/ a remarkable 

similarity between the features of the nuclear response to the !:. -ex-· 

citations, the energy dependence of the total 7r' A cross section/10•1V 

in the /:l-resonance region and the cross sections of D. -electro

production in nuclei at small electron scattering angles/ 12/. Thi8 

similarity is Wllikely to be accidental; perhaps, it is caused by 

some general reasons of nuclear ~-excitation collectivity. 

II. tl-Excitations of Nuclei: Experimental Data 

The nuclear Ll,-excitations in the (3He,t) charge exchange have 

been studied at Dubna/3/ for kinetic energies from 800 MeV/nucl. up 

to 5.23 GeV/nucL and at Saclay/ 4/ at 767, 667 and 500 MeV/nucl. The 

Q-dependence of the cross sections has been measured at fixed triton 

emission angles (at .... 0°). At energies below BOO MeV/nucl. the Q-depen-

dence is strongly affected by the 3He formfactor (and also by strong 

fin~l state interaction effects at 500 MeV/nuc~), so we shall mainly 

discuss JINR data. 

The experiment/)/ has been performed at the Dubna synchrophasot

ron by the spectrometer "ALPHA"/13/ (Fig.1). The measured cross sec

tions are shown in Fig.2. For the p( 3He,t) reaction they have a peak 

at Q .... JQO MeV, ita shape is well described by the f)-resonance lin/W 
distorted by the )He formfactor. The Breit-Wigner parameters of the 

peak, W
0 

and 1"; , are in good agreement with each other at all ener

siea. Their average values, uJ, • 12J4 t 3 MeV an4l! c 116 ± 7 MeV,are 
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consistent with the tabulated ones/15/.. fhc contribution 

from the excitations of heavy isobars with isospin J/2 of the 

famil:Les ,1(1600) and 6(1900) is evident at Po>7 GeV/c in the cross 

sections of the p( 3He,t) reaction at Q>SOO MeV. At p 0 = 18.3 GeV/c 

thLs contribution reaches 30-35%. 

Fig.1. ALPHA spectrometer layout with multiwire proportional 

chambers (PCi), scintillation counters (Si,Ki,A) and monitors 

of b~am intensity (Ti). The target point is denoted as T. 

The 12c(3He,t) cross section is characterized by two peaks at 

Low and high (Q ..... 300 MeV) excitation energies. The first peak corres

ponds to usual nuclear level excitations. The second one corresponds 

tc the ~-cxcitations.As seen from Fig.2 and the Table, with increa

:3ing the projectile energy the first peak fastly disappears and the 

f:. -excitations begin to dominate at Po:>4.4 GeV/c. The max:imwn of 

~he .6 -peak is shifted down to lower Q as compared to its position 

i.n the p( 3He,t).6.++ reaction; its width is considerably larger; the 

ratLo of the cross sections ~) / ~~P> amounts to about 2. 

~ 

Po 
Relat. .6,-peak position FWHI11, MeV c/G' ( C };{/ J/. 
contrib. max 

GeV/c oodo/,JB(;) 
MeV dG'cP}/c/.51. 

from the p( 3He,t) C( 3He,t) p(JHe,t) c( 3He,t) 
region 

'1 0 MeV 

4.40 0,38 322 :': 2.5 274 :': 2.5 1 JS :': 9 182 :': 16 1.82 ±.s 

6 .81 0.18 327 :': 1.5 295 :': 1 • 5 109 :': 5 204 ± 9 1. 77 ±.J 

10.79 o.os 327 ± 2. 305 :': 2. 129 :': 7 257 :': 14 1 • 95 ±.J 

18 .J 2.14 ±.2 
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Describing the shape of thE:' nuclear .6 -peak by the same Breit

-Wigner function as in the p( 3!le, t) 6 ++ case, we have obtained Gig

nificantly different parameters W 0 and r o• The contribution from 

the higher isobars 1_8 aloo preoent at Po?: 10,79GeV/c and Q> 600 MeV. 

It equals about 40% at Po"' Hl.J GeV/c. 
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Fig.2. Measured inva
riant cross Gections 
of the 12c(JHe,t)(full 

circles) and p( 3He,i)lt 
(triangles) reac-

tiona obtained after 
unfolding from the 

energy resolution ef
fects/Jc/. The dashed 

line represents an ex
pected contribution 

from the "tail" of the 
low-Q peak of the nu

clear level excitati

ons. The full line is 

an approximation of 
the data points. 

Our analyaia/Jc,d/ has led us to the conclusion that it is impos

sible to explain the observed downshift of the 4 -peak by quasi-free 
Ll-production from a moving intranuclear nucleon (see Pig.)).Uaing 

this picture, the value of R.."''= :ricJ1A:f')ca;J.not be also reproduced: the 
one, calculated with the Glauber-Sitenko model, is only about o.siJ~cf 

Other data on the charge-exchange reactions with the ~ -excita

tions of nuclei confirm the presence of the observed downshift of the 

nuclear ~ -peak. It has been observed at Td = 2 GeV in the (d,2p) 



reaction/51 and in the heavy-ion charge exchange/?/. The downshift 
and broadening of the nuclear 6-peak is evident when one examines 
the A(p 1n) data/7/ at Tp: 1000 MeV • 
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~ a) Impulse approximation diagram for quasi-free ~ -produc
tion on a moving intranuclear nucleon. The upper part of this dia~ 

gram (over the wave line) corresponds to the p(3He,t)A.++ cross 

section .. b) Nuclear .:1-excitation cross sections obtained after 
the subtraction of the ''tail" from the low-Q peak (see Fig.2) -
open circles. The shaded areas correspond to the expected cross 

sections calculated within the framework of quasi-free il-produc
tion (in accordance with the diagram of Fig.Ja) and normalized to 

the experimental cross sections at the maxima. Dashed line - the 
same calculations but with the lJ. -isobar boWid in the nucleus. 
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So, we conclude that a universal picture is observed in the char

ge exchange of a baryon system on nuclei with the target d -excita

tions at small p.l.. This picture does not depend on the type of the 

projectile: the peak of the target nucleus .1 -excitation is shiftf'd 

down to lower excitation energy and is broadened in compar.icon \'li'.b 

Lhe similar L1 -peak in the cx·oss sections of these reactions on '-' 

free proton target. 

III. A-Dependence of the Nuclear A -l'eak Shape 

The data on the A-dependence of the charge-exchange crosEJ Hr·c

tions with the nuclear ~-excitations have been obtained at T = 1u00 

MeV for the (p,n) reaction and at TJHe= 767 MeV/nucleon for th~ (\le, 

t) reaction/ 4/. We shall discuss the former data because they are r:Jea

sured at higher energies where the nuclear 4 -excitations begin to 

dominate.They are also not damped by the Jrie -.rormfactor as the (3ne,t) 

data/4/. The strong damping due to the )He formfactor can mask a 

possible A-dependence of the nuclear ~-peak shape, and it actua:ily 

does it imitating "A-universality"/4 ,5/. 

2.:.1..t A-dependence of Cross Section at ..1, -Peak Maximum 

If the A(p,n) charge exchange is a one-step process, then thP 

A(p,n) and p(p.n) cross sections can be related at the L1 -peak muAi-

mum: 

( 1 ) 

The factor 1/3(1 + 2Z/A) originates from the lsospin invarlance aTgu

ments. The factor Eabs(A) takes into account the absorption of projEC

tile particles in the target nucleus and can be calculated, for exam-· 

ple, following the ideology of paper/16/. As can be seen from Fig.4, 

ansatz (1) works fairly well within the present accurancy of the u.Usolu

te normalization of the data/7/. This suggests the peripherality of 

the process. 

~The variations of the shape of the nuclear A -peak with A 

are more interesting. Figs.5 and 6 present data on the ratio 

dG"" A / o(<l A 

( d T.d.fl. ) /Cdr,ol.fl. '~~• 
for several target nuclei. 

The ,6-peak downshift discussed earlier is seen. It is about 

30-)5 MeV at a 4o neutron emission angle and about 40-45 MeV at 1).2~ 

For the deuteron target no downshift is observed. 

The width of the nuclear L\. -peak is larger than the one :in the 

p(p,n) A ++ and d(p 1n) reactions. We have already argued that the 
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Fermi-motion cannot be the main source of the nuclear 4 -peak broa

dening; the growth of the nuclear L), -peak width with A (see Fig.5) 

is another evidence for this. The nuclear 4 -peak width can be asslllfr

ed to increase du~ to the contribution of the non-.mesonic modes of·A.

dee.xcitation: nA-NN and PA-.. NN .. For the l:::J.. ++ isobar in the nucleus 

only the nD. ++....,. pp mode is allowed. As the .6 ++ is excited in 

the nucleus J times more frequently than the Ll +, then a relative 

contribution of the non-mesonic modes to the nuclear A -peak width 

would increase With increasing the neutron excess in the target nu

cleus. This is just the tendency which the data/?/ show. 

The data on the A(p,n) reaction with separated isotopes as a 

target ( 40ca, 44ca, 24Mg, 25Mg, 26Mg) give some reasons to suspect 

a minor structure at the top of the nuclear .1 -peak (see Fig.6) .. Now 

it is quite unclear whether such peculiarities are significant; more 

precise data are required. 

The main results concerning the A-dependence of the nuclear 

~-peak shape can be summarized as follows: 

- The A-dependence of the absolute value of the cross sections 

at the nuclear .6 -peak maximum is mainly determined by Projectile 

&ld ejectile absorption in the target nucleus; it implies a peripher& 

character of the reaction mechanism. 

-The shape of the nuclear Ll-peak depends on A: the width of 

the nuclear L\. -peak increases with increasing A. This implies that 

the non-me sonic modes of the L1. -deexci tation may be the main sources 

of the large width of the nuclear Ll-peak. 

- There is some weak evidence for a minor structure at the top 

o.f the nuclear ~ -peak. 

IV. Discussion of the Data on the Nuclear 4 -Excitations 

The general features of the processes at small p~, discussed so 

far, namely: (i) spin and isospin transfer into a target, (ii) a pro

nounced peak at energy transfers of about JOO MeV and small values of 

[t[ - 4-momentum transfer squared, (iii) a dip at \tl!O.OJ Gev2/c2 in 

the t-dependence of the #{ (JHep -::. t 4. ++) (see Fig.7) imply an es

sential role of one-pion exchange in these processes. The OPE-model 

in this region of energies forms a good basis to connect the (3He,t), 

(p,n) and other reactions. 
The analysi/3, 9/ of the p(JHe, t) L1 ++ and p(p,n) Ll ++ data 

jQstifies the applicability of the OPEM. As known, the diagram of 

F:ig.B makes a main contribution to these reactions. From here follows 

the relation 
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Fig.4. A-dependence of the ratio 
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of the data of Rer./71. The shaded 

area corresponds to the normaliza
tion accuracy (±10%) of the data. 

Fig.5. Nuclear L\ -peak shape 

for several nuclei from the 
A(p,n) reaction at T = 1000 MeV/~/ 

p 
The lines are drawn by hand. 

Fig.6. The same as in Fig.5. 

The arrow indicates the position 

of the 4 -peak maximum in the 

d(p,n) cross sections. 

(2) 

gr
8
(t)!lr gr

8
(0)-::::0.7 the correction for rescattering of target nu-

cleon and produced ~ -isobar by projectile nucleons (it is calcu-
lated/)/ using the Glauber-Sitenko model), 
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:z .Z. ~ --"> Z c)c;- ( H 
w -::.(Qrrky.)- (P3~-Pt J and Ttdw fP...,nA ) the cross section of 

the p(p,n)A ++reaction+ at momentum 1/)pJHe• This cross section, 

proportional to the rr,: f'(r..0}
1 

was calculated/J/ according to Wolf's 

paper/17/ using the parameters of the OPEM obtained there and the da-
~il''p /18/ 

ta Jon vi~ from Ref. • One can see a good accordance with the 

p( He,t) data/ 3, 4/ at energies higher than 700 MeV/nucleon (see Figs. 

7,9-12) and the p(p,n).6_++ djta/7 , 19/ at Tp >700 MeV. But at lower 

energies it is necessary/198 to take into account the contributions 

from the final-state-interaction (FSI) diagrams like that in Fig.11. 

-- OPE 

pl 3~1~.t I to.•' 

Oub~a. r.,4·1a3 GeV/c 
o r

3 
, 2.3 GtV, 0" 

tJ. ~ 2.0 c~v. o" 
2-0 Ge'l. 2°' rf 

~ Cross section of:J:t,-t of 

the p( 3He, t)~ ++ reaction from 
the data of Refa./),4/. The full 

line - OPEM calculation. 

.. , 

A 1.5 G~'i· 2", 4° 

Fig.B. Main OPEM diagram for 

the p()He, t) A++ reaction. 

~ Invariant cross sections 
for the p(3He,t)A++ reactions/)/. 

The full lines are calculated with 
the OPEM /Jc/. 
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Fig.11. Diagram 
into account in 

647 MeV. 

of the FSI taken 
Ref / 19a/ at 

80 

ao PI p,c IX o· 'l\\+!+1! j 
Tp-647MeV + 

60 • 

• • 
40 •••••• •• 
20 

I •. 

Tp •798 MeV .. ........... 
500 700 900 1100 

Pn (Mevjc) 

Fig.10. The p(p,n)~++ data from 
Ref./// and our OPEM calculations 
/Jd/ (full lines) when energy re

solution is taken into account. 

The initial proton energy is va

ried within the accuracy (±2%) of 

jts determination: 980 MeV for a 

7.5o emission angle and 900 MeV 

for 11.) 0 • This afff'C~t<.o only tl-w 

posi tion of maximwn of the reso

nance peak without vio_ible cho.nging 

the shape and height. 

p 

J=:: 

Fig.12. 

for the 
The same as in Fig.10 but 

data of Ref./198/ at 764 

and 798 MeV. The calculated cross 

sections are multiplied by the 

factor 0.85 (within a ±15% nor

malization accuracy of the data). 
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Neglecting the FSI leads to the underestimation of the cross sections 

(see, for example, Fig .. ? in the region \t\>0.1 GeV2/c). Therefore, it 

can be very doubtful to interpret the (Jl!e,t) data/4/ at 500 MeV/nucl. 

{i~e., near the 6 -production threshold) as Ll -excitation data. 

This successful ~scription of the present p(p,n)Ll ++ and p(JH~t) 

data in the explored energy region (but higher than 700 MeV/nucl.) inr-

plies that 71 -exchange dominates also in the~ charge exchange on nu-

clei with the A-excitations .. Therefore, one can expect that the ob

served downshift of the nuclear Ll-peak and its broadening in compa

riHon with the charge exchange on. a free proton should be connected 

with the energy dependence .of the pion-nucleus cross sections over 

the resonance energy region, 

The downshift and broadening of the 11 resonance 11 peak in the 

Gt_>t (r.A) cross sections are well lawwn/1 O/ and are being extensively 

di8emJsed up to now (see, e.g .. , Fig.14 and Ref / 11 I). We have tried 

to estimate the 12c(p,n) cross section in the nuclear ~-peak regi

on using just the same OPEM as above replacing the G'~-+p with the 

a't...t ?r'c! 1101. The value of the cross section as well as the .1, ...: 

peak position and width have been satisfactorily reproduced .. This 

allow~; us to asswne the domination of the OPE in the nuclear .Ll -ex

citation in small p~ charge•exchange processes with nucleons andre

lativistic nuclei. 
-~ 

The distinguishing feature of the OPE is its longitudinal ( o"· q.) 

ch~racter/ 11 1. The OPE domination in the charge exchange with the 

nuclear ~-excitations would thus mean •that the observed collective 

effects are caused by a collective natur·e of the longitudinal part of 

the nuclear spin-isospin response. Therefore, such collective effects 

would display themselves in those reactions, in which this part of 

the nuclear response is dominant. Perhaps, just this reason may be 

responsible for the downshift of the nuclear delta-peak in .d -elect

reproduction at small angles/121 which is absent at large electron 

Bcai;tering anglesl12b/ (see Fig.1J). It might be that only the longi

tudlnal spin-isospin response possesses such collective properties 

while the transverse one does not. Data on A( 7[+
1 

(1°) charge exchange 

ean help in this respect because only the transverse nuclear res

ponse works here.But at present such data have a too low accuracy/20/ 

co draw some definite conclusions. 

V. Conclusion 

For the first time the nuclear ~ -excitations have been actu

r.illy observed just in the (3He, t) charge-exchange experiment/3 , 41. 
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The full line is uur 
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comparison we also 
rr•p 

present the r.7 tot 

data from the com
pilation/1B/. T7i is 

the kinetic energy 

of pions. 

In Dubna experiments/)/ 

and sufficiently large (more 

it has been first shown that at small p 
.L 

than BOO MeV/nucl.) projectile kinetic 

energies the charge-exchange cross sections are dominated by the pro

cesses of the nuclear ,1-excitations. The collective nature of these 

excitations has been first observed and reported. 

The data/3, 4/ on ( 3He,t) charge exchange as well as on other 

charge-exchange reactions with relativistic nuclei/S,G/ along with the 

results of our analysis/3d/ of the old A(p,n) data/7,B/ allow us to 

conclude that the main nuclear ~-excitation characteristics do not 
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depend on the projectile type and are governed by properties of the 

nuclear response on high energy ( ..v)OO MeV) spin-isospin excitations. 

The present data on the A-dependence of the nuclear .1 -peak 

shape show that its width increases with increasing the target atomic 

number A (or N = A-Z). It increases at the expense of increasing the 

crotJS section in the transferred energy region Q > Qmax (where Qmexis 

the position of the nuclear .6 -peak maximum). (The absence of such 

an A-dependence in the A( 3He,t) data Of Saclay/4/ is caused by the 

strong damping due to the JHe formfactor.) This A-dependence of the 

nuclear ..1 -peak width can result from the non-mesonic modes of the 

~ -deexcitations. There is a possibility for the presence of minor 

structures at the top of the nuclear L) -peak. 

The bulk of the available data on the charge exchange with nu-

clear ~-excitations and the success of the OPEM in explaining the 

charge-exchange cross sections on a proton target allow us to suppose 

that at small p ..L the charge exchange with /1-exci tations goes 

mainly through the one-pion exchange. This assumption makes it possi

ble t;o outUne the connection between the discussed effects in the 

charge exchange with .6, -excitations and the effects investigated in 

the 7( A physics, as well as with the behaviour of the longitudinal 

nuclear spin-isospin response. These problems should be studied taking 

into account the electroexcitation data on nuclei, particularly at 

small electron scattering angles/121. 
A theoretical understanding of the nature of the collective ef

fects, discovered in the L1 -exci ta.tion charge exchange experiments, 

iH not quantitative to date/9/. Therefore, it seems very urgent to 

continue experimental investigations of the nuclear matter Ll -excita

tions. 

First, it is necessary to make precise measurements of the A-de

pendence of the nuclear ~ -peak shape at energies higher than BOO 

MeV/nucleon, where 6-excitations dominate in the charge-exchange 

cross sections at small p~. Using such data, one can elucidate the 

questions concerning possible A-dependent structures of the nuclear 

~-peak and the A-dependence of its position.In such experiment is 

would be possible to separate the mesonic and non-mesonic modes of 

Ll -deexcitations and to determine their relative contributions to 

the full width of the nuclear A-peak. Comparing this information 

with 7t-absorption data, one could learn a lot about Ll-a in nucle-

ar matter. 

Experiments like A(d, 2p) with 

ments of the Dnn parameter in the 

I :l 

polarized deuterons or measure

A(p,n) reaction with the nuclear 



Ll. -excitations would allow one to obta.i n very important informal i

on on the reaction mechanism. 

There exists a long-standing problem of Gamov-Theller strength 

q~enching. This quenching may be connected with the nuclear .c':\.-r:.xc:i

tations. In view of this, it is wortb-wbi_le to measure the cross ~Jec

tions of direct and inverse reactions sucl: ac (p,n) and (n,p) or 

C3He,t) and (t, 3 He) at the oamc energies u.nd emission angles. Such a 

comparison is much lcso model-dependent than the comparison between 

the (d,2p) and (3He,t) or (p,n) data. 

It looks desirable to investigate a possible analogy between th(' 

charge exchange with nuclear Ll -excitations and ,.6. -electroexci tat i

ons of nuclei at small p_L. 

The authors ar-c grateful to V.l<'. Dmitriev, A.V. Efremov and 

A.P. Kobushkin for intere<Jt and useful discus>"ions of the obta.incd 

results. We thank E.M. Macv for the permission to use his data tables 

/7/. We also express our aknowledgement to R.N. Petrova, Z.P. Motina 

and L.N. Barabash for their large help .in per:f'orming thic work and 

presenting its results. 
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A6nees B.r. ~ AP· 
Aenora-~3o6apHwe so36y*AeH~R RAeP s peaKu~Rx 
nepe3aPRAK~ 

El-87-797 

npHB~eHw pe3ynOTdTW H3MepeHH~ AM~epeH~~anbHWX ce~eHHH nepe3apRAK~ 

(3He,t) Ha AApax yrnepOAa 11 nporoHax a o6nacrH 3HeprMH 800 MaB/HyKnoH 

AO 5 r38/HyKnOH. noKa3dHO: a/ peaK~MA Ha flAP8 HAeT, 8 OCH08HOM, ~epe3 B036y•

AeH~~ ~-H3o6ap; 6/ npouecc H€ CBOAHTCA K PO*A€HHO H3o6apw Ha OTABflbHOM BHyT

PHRA€PHOM HYKflOHe ~ nocneAyo~eMy CBo6oAHOMY AB~*€HHO H306apw CKB03b RAP0· 3~

~eKT~ KonneKTHBHOH npHPOA~. o6ycnoan~HHwe y4acrH~ APYrHx HYKnOHOa AAPa-MHwe

HH, ~rpaoT C~€CTB€HHyo ponb. )TOT 8WBOA nOATB€P*AaeTCR pe3YflbTaTaMH npoae

AeHHOrO a pa6ore awanH3a APYrHx H3&eCTHWX AdHHWX o RA€PHwx fi-ao36Y*AeHHAX 

s peaKu~x nepeaaPAAKH penATMBHCTCKHX RAeP H a A(p,n) peaK~HH. 0TMe4aeTcR 

CBR3b 06C~eMWX ~eKTOB C 3~eKTdMH, 06HaPY*€HHWM~ npH H3Y~BHHH nA B3aHMO-

! A€HCTB~;';;, B TOM 4HCne C 3Hepro3aBHCHMOCTbiO nonHWX C€4€HHH nA a3aHMOABHCTBHA. 

' 

l ______________________________________ _J 

Pa6ora swnonHeHa s na6opaTOPH~ swcoKHx 3HeprHH OHRH. 

Ableev V.G. et al. 
fi·-lsobar Excitations of Nuclei in Charge-Exchange 
Reactions 

El-87-797 

We present our measurement results of differential cross sections of the 

( 3He,t) chanqe exchanae on carbon nuclei and protor.s at enernies from 

800 MeV/nucl- up to S~Ge\1/nucl. They imply that a) the reaction on a nucleus 

proceeds mainly throuqh the excitation of the 6-isobars; b) the process is 

not reduced to the quasi-free production of the 6-isobar on an individual 

intranuclear nucleon with a subsequent free motion of the isobar throuqh the 

nucleus. The collective effects caused by other nucleons are important. This 

conclusion is confirmed by our analysis of the information on the nuclear 

!':.-excitations in the charge exchan9e of relativistic nuclei and A(p,n). He 

note a possible connection between the discussed effects and those observed 

in pion-nucleus studies, in particular, with the energy dependence of the nA 

cross sections. 

The investination has been performed at the Laboratory of Hi9h Enerqies, 

JINR. 
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20 KOIT o 

PeAaKTop 3 o B o HeawKeBH'< o MaKer p 0 )lo <l>oMHHoi\ 0 

TioarrncaHO a neqaTb 2 5 o I I o 8 7 0 

<l>opMaT 60x90/l6o O<jlcerHIUI neqaTb. Y•.-><JAJIHCTOB 1 , 35 
0 

Tup""' 490 0 3aK83 39898 0 

l·h.n;aTen&C.kHH OT.Uen 06oe.uJ.meHHOfO HHCTHTyTa Jt,nepHbiX HCCJTeD.OBaHHH. 
lly6Ha MoCKOBCKoH: o6nacnt. 
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